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net earnings. Note
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It is accordingly
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K
to the in
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As in the literature that Matsuyama
surveys,
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this bal
ternal equity in the entrepreneurial
sector, W. In general, when
ance sheet constraint
is binding, K lies below its value in the frictionless
R lies above its frictionless counter
and, in correspondence,
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friction gives rise to a positive
the financial market
part. Put differently,
real activity and balance sheet strength. This
aggregate
the premium
in an inverse relation between
for exter
an
nal finance, measured
aggregate economic activity. This kind
by R r,
inMatsuyama's
of behavior underlies most of the applications
paper's
relation between

is also manifested

difference here is I jettison the overlapping
generations
a framework
that is a variation of the conven
and
instead
setup
employ
that is com
tional infinite horizon/representative
agent framework
analysis inmacroeconomics.
monly used for quantitative
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accordingly,
I illustrate

approach,
relevance.

is that one can get a
this with an example

sense of potential
empirical
on Greenwood,
Sanchez, and Wang
(2007). These
relation between various measures
evidence of a positive

based

authors

present
of financial de

to develop
and capital and output per capita. They proceed
velopment
a theoretical model
and then perform a cal
of finance and development
can characterize
the facts.
ibration exercise to assess how well the model
The model
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here

rich to permit

less sufficiently

simpler than theirs, but it is nonethe
a similar kind of exercise for illustrative
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purposes.

I present
two different
In particular,
a
meant
calibration
first is benchmark

calibrations

of the model.

The

an economy with
to represent
States. The sec
such as the United

financial markets,
econ
to capture an emerging-market
in turn, ismeant
I
financial
markets.
then
that
has
omy
explore
less-developed
relatively
I should
the implications
for capital intensity across the two countries.

highly developed
ond calibration,

ismeant
for illustrative purposes
that this example
only.
are the same for both
the real (i.e., nonfinancial)
parameters
countries. Given the period length is one year, I set p = 0.96 and 8 = 0.1.
I also set a = 0.33. All these values are standard. I allow the parameters
that govern the financial market
friction, X, 9, and D, to vary across the
stress

I assume

to target a 2 per
on
the spread be
(based
premium
tween the prime lending rate and the riskless rate), a debt-equity
ratio of
in
line
with
the
historical
and
also a
data)
roughly unity (again roughly
rate to roughly match
firm survival
the evidence.
This leads me to
choose X = 0.3,9 = 0.895, and D to deliver a value of W = 0.861. For the
two countries.

For the United

cent external

finance

States,

I fix these variable
on evidence

I simply pick a set of parameters
consistent
economy,
emerging-market
=
=
it
with
financial institutions: X
0.15,9
0.700, and D to
having weaker
deliver a value of W = 0.431.
The results are illustrated
frictionless

ginal return
the frictionless
where

in figure 1C1.1. The horizontal
line plots the
rate. The downward
line
the mar
portrays
sloping
to capital for each value of the capital stock. Point 0 defines

interest

equilibrium,
return
the marginal

where
to capital

the capital stock adjusts to the point
interest rate.
equals the frictionless

The point US denotes
the equilibrium
for the developed
economy. The
enforcement
constraint, given by the vertical line, intersects the demand
curve at the point where
the capital stock is roughly 20 percent below its
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return to cap
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do
rate, entrepreneurs
equilibrium
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sufficient net worth
funds to
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ital exceeds
not have

this point.
The distortion

ismuch greater for the emerging market
the
economy:
stock
is
about
45
its
below
frictionless
value.
percent
capital
equilibrium
The premium
for external finance, in turn, increases to roughly 7 per
cent. Though
is very informal,
it illustrates how in prin
this example
ciple such
Greenwood,

a model

could

potentially

explain

the facts presented

in

Sanchez, and Wang
(2007).
are pres
stress
I
that
the
Again,
qualitative
insights from this example
ent inMatsuyama's
in the
virtue
The
of
the
analysis.
extending
analysis
one
can
is
to
I
that
think
about
have, however,
way
quantitative
begin
a steady state analysis,
I have just presented
it
relevance. Further, while
is very easy to numerically
solve for the dynamics.
The simple
the results easy to interpret.
of the model,
further, makes

structure
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Concluding
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